
Hosokura-Bashi (Bridge)
(Toilet placed near the bridge may be shutdown)

A route guide for Hyaku-Hiro-no-Taki (Fall)
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step-1. by bus (about 15 min.): get on the bus bound for [Sho-Nyu-Do] or [Higashi-Nippara] from Oku-Tama station (gate
No. 1, just right side after passing the station gate) and get off at Kawanori-Bashi bus stop. 

step-2. by walk (about 45 min.): from Kawanori-Bashi bus stop to Hosokura-Bashi (Bridge) via Kawanori Rindo.
step-3. by walk (about 45 min.): from Hosokura-Bashi (Bridge) to Hyaku-Hiro-no-Taki (Fall) via climbing road.
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Remember ❶

Required time is up to you.
There will be no case that the required time
is the same for all people. So, let’s set up a
time fit with you.

Remember ❷

The Taki (Fall) is in real mountains.

✔The alt. gap is surprising around 500m!
✔With item made for use in mountains are 
requested for clothes, shoes and rucksacks.

Wide road, but it sometimes goes 
“not available” by rock dropping 
also fallen trees, need to check 
the latest situation. Remember ❸

Climbing Road
✔The road after Hosokura-Bashi bridge
is very narrow, with crossing fragile
wood bridges.
✔Go to the bottom of stream if you put
your foot on wrong point even if it is
one time. Slipping accidents are
happening here.

Just before arriving
the fall, you pass the
dangerous steep slope
on the huge rocks.

You cannot reach to the Taki 
(Fall) if you keep walking the 
Forest road after the bridge.

Since the bus service is very limited, 
so it will be good for you to check 
the departure time in advance. No room for car parking  

around the bus stop
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Hyaku-Hiro-no-Taki
(Fall)

Tokyo Metropolitan Oku-Tama Visitor Center
Open：9:00～16:30 Close：Monday, also Year end/start period
(Open Monday if it is a holiday and close next working day)

Address：171-1, Hikawa, Okutama T. Nishitama Co. Tokyo 198-0212
Telephone：0428-83-2037 (+81-428-83-2037)
URL：https://www.ces-net.jp/okutamavc/

Designated manager：Center for Environmental Studies Co., Ltd. 
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